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When I was  a young child, I was touched by the fact that many people accepted their (boring) lives, 

even without satisfaction.  Why??? 

Even in a world with amazing technology en many forms of counselling, people strand.  People have 

a feeling of missing , are restless and want change, progress.    

We are all a little piece in the universe.  

All kind of forces impact us: family systems impact us a lot, we work in companies with their own 

dynamics. 

I am fascinated by determining what’s really going on.  

Being a lawyer I enjoyed listening to amazing divorce stories and criminal cases.  Trying to 

understand why problems occur.  

As a mediator I learned all  methods of  dispute resolution.  I wanted solutions in stead of 

complaining. 

I was looking for a method to achieve   information about a person, in a fast, accurate way, to the 

point. 

Core Talents are the missing link.  

Recognizing your Core Talents feels linke coming home.  Starting from who you are, without 

judgements.    You can not pretend anymore you don’t know it.  

Practicing the coretalents method, and  exploring all possibilities feeds me with a lot of energy.  Every 

person has its own challenges.  I enjoy listening en thinking forward with you . 

Answering important questions leads to action, performance. 

Being a highly sensitive person, I have a strong fascination for economy. 

Studying and learning , in all forms, is key in personal and career development. 

 

Contact: 

1. Send me a mail with your full name, adress, telephone.   

2. You receive a mail from CoreTalents  

3. You answer questions about playing in your childhood.( 4-12 years old)  ( 20-30 minutes) 

4. I give you an appointment to determine your Core Talents.  
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Rates: 

Basic version:  € 400 (including taxes) 

- determination of your CoreTalents ( 23) (3 hours) 

- Basic report (made by computer)  

 

 

Premium version: € 700 ( including taxes) 

- determination of your Core Talents ( 23) 

- interview  life events 

- Full personal report( 25-30 pages) : your life events ( study, career, hobby,..) 

Answering issues you want to solve, determined by  your Core Talents,  

with coping strategies based on your personal  Core Talents. 

 

 

Location:  BOECHOUT - distance Antwerp: 8 km   ( direction Lier) 

Boechout Railway Station + walking 1 km direction Lier, or taking bus 90 Direction Lier  

Tram 15 ( Linkeroever-Boechout) : end station, walking 1300 meter direction Lier (bus 90 direction 

Lier Veemarkt) 

Bus 90: Berchem- direction Lier  

 

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 


